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West Bengal State Universify
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. (Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2013

Part - III

PHILOSOPHY - HONOURS
Paper - VII

(New and Old Syllabus)

Duration: 4 Hours [ Maximum Marks: 100

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as Jar as practicable.

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

Answer Q. No.1 and any two questions from the. rest.

( NEW SYLLABUS)

GROUP-A

1. Answer any Jour questions : 4 x 5 ::;;20

c<I~~~m~~
a) What are the different meanings of the word 'meaning' ? Discuss according to

Hospers.

~~ ~'1 <!f@ ~~ ~ ~ I§f~ '61 1C'4 11)01 1 ~ I

b) What Is definition by equivalent words? State the defining and accompanying

characteristics in the following statements :

i) Ladies do not use vulgar words.

ii) Triangles have three sides.

~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ? ~ ~'I!3m ~~ C<tSI1fij05 ~~I~'4<P ~<f~ C<PI"{fGC\!l

~~~~?

i) ~~'4HH1§f"11~"'1 Xf<$t ~ <!f@ on I

ii) M~CiSl~ ~rc~~ ~'1 ~ I

~.
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c) What is propositional knowledge?

d) What is meant by 'vagueness' ? Explain.

e) Distinguish between a concept and an image.

1) What is category mistake?

g) Discuss in brief Berkeley's 'Idealism.

h) What is innate idea? Explain with examples.

~. What is ostensive definition? Discuss the necessity and limitations of ostensive

definition.

Explain whether the followingwords can be defined verbally or ostensively :

i) Change

ii) Again

iii) Anger

iv) Hill. 3 + 8 + 4

~\~ ~n<fCG'i ? ~ ~\~ ~1 '8 :>fl~l<l~\!)t~~ ~~ I ~ ~~~ ~

~~ ~ ~\T@j f<ll f.Bn9f'1 ~ ~~<f ? <ul"<lJl ~~ ~

l) 9f f?l <1'\5 <i

ii) ~

iii) ~(f

iv) ~
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Va) wh'cit is meant by 'Coherence' in the Coherence theory of truth ?

~ ~ Jf~>jM><:1tV1'Jf,W' ~ 15I~f<jl ?

b) Explain and examine the Coherence theory of truth. 5 + 10

/ >j\bJ\!)l~ ~9f ~~c<f$ ~~)oj~<1f11~ <m~ ~ I .

U What is a;}vord ? WhatIs the relation between a word ·and'th~ object denoted by the

word ? Dis~ll:s$:the concept of ambiguity? 3 + 6 + 6

Explain the main tenents of Phenomenalism.

b) DIscuss the demerits of Phenomenalism. 8+7

(f
r GROUP - B

Answer Q. No.6 and any two questions from the rest.

6. Answer any four questions : 4 x 5 = 20

a) What does Russell mean by description ?

b) Distinguish between sense-data and sensation.

c) What according to Russell are the reasons for accepting descriptive knowlege ?

~("~ ~ <f{iil~C'j<p~ ~<t>1(J1~tI(JJli$f~~\!)l f<jl ?

d) How did Russell discuss the principle of 'Untformity of Nature' ?
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e) Discuss Russell's view about the value of philosophy in brief.

o What is Universal'? Discuss after Russell.

g) Are there physical objects in addition to sense data? Answer with reference to

Russell's view.

h) How can we justify the prtnciple of induction logically'?

\5If(3rf~~ ~ \"5f!~1 <imp! "ljG ~ ~~ ~ 9f® ?

~ are appearance and reality ? Give a philosophical analysis on this problem

according to Russell. '. 3 + 3 + 9

~ -Q~\ ~ ~ ~ ~ ? ~lQi¢iC~ ~'1 <t>v:I W >i~P1JtfG~~~ ~ ~'1 ~ I

8"~ can we justify the principle of induction by experience? Explain in detail after

Russell. 15

~ *C<!i ~'I'j \5lf\biMG1~ ~1 ~.-~'1 <fBfI~ ? ~tC>i¢iC~ ~'f ~ ~ \5ltC¢itb<il

~I
\

~ is knowledge by acquaintance? What is "knowledge by description? Distinguish

between them according to Russell. 3 + 3 + 9

10. What Is the problem of universal? How does Plato solve this problem? In this

context give Russell's philosophical analysis. 3+5+7

>it~t(jiJ~ >iiT'U1 ~ ~ ~ ? C~ ~'I'j ~l~t(jiHI ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~C~C~ ? -Q ~

~tC>iC¢i'i3~ ~'1 ~ I
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( OLD SYLLABUS)

Answer Question No. 1 ( Co~pulsory ) and any five from the rest taking at least one each.,
from Groups A and B and at least two from Group C.

' . . .

~rj, ~ ( '5l1<l~ ) 1Q<f, ~~wr~ ~C~ ~"ii - <f) 1Q<f, ~"ii - ~ C~ ~g ~ ~ 1Q<f,

~"ii-"ii C~~g~~m C~ ~~~Wl

1. ,
Answer any four questions :

4 x 5 = 20

What is the significance of the notion of Ahtmsa ?

Discuss in brief the different Purusarthas,

c) What do you understand by Pancas Ila ?

d) What is the difference between sakama karma and ruskama karma ?

e) Distinguish between moral and non-moral actions.

f) Distinguish between Hypothetical and Categorical Imperatives.

g) What do you understand by 'paradox of hedonism' ?

h) Briefly explain Egoistic Ethical Hedonism.

~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~,t'l'l'C9f Wr~ I
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i) Analyse the two concepts - the Sacred and the Profane.

j) What is Mana?

GROUP-A

~~-<Ii

( Indian Ethics / ~1~\5)~~Nl ••tm1 )

2. Discuss the characteristic features of Sthttaprajna.
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16

8+8

16

4 + 12

3. Give an account of anuvratas and mahavratas of .Jama Ethics...•.... .

16

16

•

4. Discuss the concept of Karmayoga according to Bhagavat Gita.

'#,.

GROUP - B

( Western Ethics / ~ ~Rs"t~ )

5. What is utilitarianism ?-Explain critically the theory of act-utilitarianism.

6. What exactly is the object of moral judgement? Discuss.

7. Critically discuss Kant's moral theory.
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GROUP- C

( Philosophy of Religion / ~ ffi )

8. Explain-and examine after Hick the Ontological argument for the existence of God.

10 + 6

~-~ ~'f ~ ~. \5lRB~>jt~ C4"*'1f\sf\$<lS<ffi9fG <m~ 'G ~. ffl
, .

J~ ••:

9. What is the problem of religious language .? Explain Randal's view of non-cognitive

significance of religious language. 4 + 12

~ m mm~ 'l\~~ ~ ~? I.!l~~ ~Jl~\51cC4~m~ \5f<l5jf\5~C'j~ ~~~ 'l~~

~\!)<n"TfG'5Il(ftjtb~l ~ I

Explain the nature of God after Nyaya. Give a critical exposition of the Nyaya

arguments for the existence of God. 16

Critically explain the Freudial theory against the existence of God. 16
..

~ '5IRB~~ f<l~ ~-5)~ ~\!)<tl"TfG~ <rJ1~ <p~~

•


